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Three-body coupling in electron-hydrogen ionizing collisions
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In this work a method is established for isolating effects due to single or successive two-body scatterings
from those arising from three-body coupling in a three-particle Coulomb system above the complete breakup
threshold. It is shown that three-body interactions decide the weighting of individual scattering amplitudes, and
hence, determined the interference pattern of these amplitudes. In addition, the method is applied to the
analysis of low-energy, electron-impact ionization of atomic hydrogen in the coplanar asymmetric energy-
sharing kinematic. The ionization dynamic leading to the measured cross section is unraveled. It is demon-
strated that, unlike the situation at higher energies, at low incident energies the cross section is largely decided
by interferences indicating a strong three-body coupling.@S1050-2947~97!01501-1#

PACS number~s!: 34.80.Dp, 34.10.1x
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It is well established that single or successive two-bo
~classical! collisions lead, under certain circumstances,
identifiable structures in the cross section in various chan
of the few-body Coulomb scattering reaction@1–9#. On the
contrary, the manifestation of three-body coupling is mu
less understood. This is partly due to the fact that, unlike
situation for isolated two-body systems, a rigorous introd
tion of interactions governing three-body couplings is n
obvious. It is the aim of this work to systematically introdu
three-body coupling and to provide a scheme for disen
gling effects originating from three-body interactions fro
those essentially due to two-body interactions. The theor
applied to the analysis of electron-impact ionization
atomic hydrogen. The latter scattering system has been
vestigated in a variety of experimental arrangements. E
collision geometry highlights certain aspects of the ioni
tion dynamics. For moderate and high incident velocit
~with respect to the Bohr velocity of the initially bound ele
tron!, the ionization process has been thoroughly inve
gated@10–12,8#. In the coplanar asymmetric energy-shari
kinematic the incident direction lies in the plane spanned
the vector momenta of the outgoing electrons which eme
with significantly different energies. In this case the dom
nant ionization mechanisms are well understood~see Ref.@8#
for a review!. A major feature of the cross section is abinary
peakoriginating from a single-binary electron-projectile e
counter, and a less prominentrecoil peakwhich is assigned
to a second-order process in which the atomic electron, a
being hit by the projectile, recoils off the nucleus via initi
binding. Although interference between different scatter
amplitudes affects heights and positions of these peaks@13#,
these structures are manifestations of~sequential! two-body
interactions.

In the coplanar doubly symmetric geometry in which t
incident direction bisects the mutual emission angle of
two equal-energy electrons, a new structure in the cross
tion arises at backscattering directions where the two e
trons escape perpendicular to each other. The appearan
this peak is due to a double-scattering Thomas process w
the projectile collides with the atomic electron after recoili
off the nucleus@14#. The latter process is described esse
551050-2947/97/55~1!/800~4!/$10.00
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tially by sequential two-body interactions. At lower impa
energies, the backscattering peak is considerably enhan
In Ref. @15# it has been shown that adding anad hocinitial-
state polarization potential results in an enhanced ba
scattering peak. At lower excess energies the electron-im
ionization of atomic hydrogen has been theoretically and
perimentally investigated exclusively in the equal-ener
sharing geometry.

In this work we present a theoretical analysis of electro
impact ionization of atomic hydrogen in coplanar asymm
ric energy-sharing kinematic at an excess energy as low
13.6 eV. Surprisingly, the measured angular distribution
the slow electrons resembles the case of high incident
ergy, i.e., a binary plus recoil peaks structure. This co
lead to the conclusion that~classical! sequential two-body-
collision processes, as described above, are the domi
ionization mechanisms. In other words, three-body coupl
is marginal in this situation. As shown below, however, th
behavior of the measured cross section is illusionary
three-body coupling largely determines the observed cr
section. Their manifestation, however, resembles effe
originating from two-particle interactions. To establish th
conclusion and to isolate three-body effects from two-bo
effects, we develop a cluster model of a general three-b
Coulomb scattering reaction in which the three-particle s
tem is broken down into three, noninteracting two-body su
systems which are subsequently coupled to each other.
strength of the latter coupling determines the extent of
three-body effect. To achieve this we reformulate the thr
body time-independent Schro¨dinger equation with outgoing
wave boundary conditions in the set of coordinates:

$jk5r i j1 k̂ i j •r i j ;jm5r i j %,

e i jkÞ0; j. i ,kP@1,3#;mP@4,6#. ~1!

In Eq. ~1! k̂ i j denotes the directions of the momentak i j ,
conjugate to the interparticle distancesr i j . It has been shown
in Ref. @16# that the three-body HamiltonianH, expressed in
the coordinate system~1!, splits into two parametrically
coupled differential operators; an operatorHj1•••3

which is
800 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 801BRIEF REPORTS
differential in the coordinatesj1•••3 only and an operato
differential in internal degrees of freedomr i j ; j. iP@1,3#.
An additional mixing term arises from the off-diagonal el
ments of the metric tensor. The decisive point is that
HamiltonianHj1•••3

is the sum of three commuting, two
body Coulomb Hamiltonians, i.e., it is exactly separable
the coordinatesj1•••3. Thus, within the approximation
H'Hj1•••3

, the three-body system is considered as the s
of three spatially decoupled two-body Coulomb system
The exact regular eigenfunction ofHj1•••3

at a given total

energyE has the explicit form@16#

C~j1 ,j2 ,j3!u~j4 ,j5 ,j6!

5Nexp~ i r i j •k i j1 iRk•K k!

31F1„ib23~j4 ,j5 ,j6!,1,2 ik23j1…

31F1„ib13~j4 ,j5 ,j6!,1,2 ik13j2…

31F1„ib12~j4 ,j5 ,j6!,1,2 ik12j3…. ~2!

In Eq. ~2! the coordinateRk refers to the particle ‘‘k’’ with
respect to the center of mass of the pair ‘‘i j ’’ while K k
designates the momentum conjugate to this coordinate.
Sommerfeld parametersb i j are given by

b i j5
Zi j ~jm!m i j

ki j
, mP@4,6#, ~3!

where the reduced mass of the pair ‘‘i j ’’ is denoted by
m i j . The parametric dependence ofHj1•••3

on the internal

coordinates is reflected by the product chargesZi j (jm) being
allowed to be functions of the internal coordinatesj4•••6
under the constraint that these functions do not alter
Schrödinger equation. This additional freedom allows the
troduction of three-body coupling, i.e., coupling of each tw
body Coulomb subsystem to the third-charged continu
particle. Thus we assume that the interaction between
continuum particles depends not only on their mutual C
lomb interaction but on the strength of coupling to the th
particle, i.e.,

Vi5(
j51

3

ai j V
j , i51,2,3, ~4!

where Vk[Vi j ;e i jkÞ0 is the Coulomb potential betwee
particles ‘‘i ’’ and ‘‘ j ’’ and the 333 matrixA with elements
ai j (j4•••6) describes the amount of three-body coupling. T
matrix elements ai j are subject to the constrain
( j51
3 ai j51 which ensures the invariance ofHj1•••3

, and thus

the total HamiltonianH under the transformation given b
Eq. ~4!. The identity transformationA51 fulfills all the re-
quirements onA but it means that the coupling~in configu-
ration space! between the two-body subsystems is neglect
Hence, three-body coupling is described by the off-diago
elements ofA. The above analysis applies for a general sc
tering system of three charged particles. The physical
mathematical properties of individual three-body comple
are contained in the matrixA.
e
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For two electrons receding from the nucleus, which is
final state of electron-impact ionization of atomic hydroge
the matrix elementsai j , which couple the three two-bod
subsystems to each other, are determined by requiring
wave function, given by Eq.~2!, to be an exact eigenfunctio
of H ~with eigenenergyE) on a five-dimensional closed
manifold defined by a constant asymptotically large hyp
radius @16#. In addition, we require that the wave functio
C must correctly describe the Wannier ionization mode@17#
in which the two electrons escape outward on opposite s
of, and equal distances from, the nucleus. Further, the W
nier threshold law for the dependence of the total cross s
tion on the excess energy at the complete fragmenta
threshold should be reproduced when representing the
state byC @18#. The explicit form ofA determined in this
way, hereafter denoted byAc, is given in Ref.@16,18#. The
important point for the present work is that by compari
results for observable quantities calculated in caseA5Ac

andA51 we can immediately deduce the influence of thre
body coupling.

The first example is given in Fig. 1 for the electro
impact ionization of atomic hydrogen in the coplanar asy
metric kinematic at moderate incident energies. As m
tioned above, structures observed in the cross section~Fig. 1!
are attributed to~successive! two-body interactions. Hence
three-body coupling is expected to be weak in this geome

FIG. 1. The triply differential cross section~TDCS! for the
electron-impact ionization of atomic hydrogen in the coplan
asymmetric energy-sharing geometry. The incident energy
150 eV. The fast scattered electron is detected at an angle ofo

with respect to the incident direction, whereas the angular distr
tion of the secondary electron with fixed energy of 5 eV is me
sured. The emission angle of the latter electron with respect to
incident direction is denoted byFb . The absolute experimenta
data~full squares! are taken from Ref.@10#. The solid curve repre-
sents the results of the model employingA5Ac with the approxi-
mation that the total potential is conserved along the trajectorie
free particles. Results of the model withA51 are also depicted
~dashed curve!.
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FIG. 2. ~a! The same as in Fig. 1; however, the excess energ
chosen as 13.6 eV. The ejected electron possesses an energ
eV. The faster electron is detected at a fixed angleFa516o with
respect to the incident direction~indicated by an arrow!. Experi-
ments are courtesy of Ref.@21#. The positions of the binary and
recoil peaks are indicated.~b! The same as in~a! but Fa523o. ~c!
The same as in~a! but Fa530o. The experimental data in~a!–~c!
are simultaneously normalized at one point to theory.
which is confirmed by Fig. 1, although the precise absol
value of the cross section is still sensitive to the interact
details. As the incident energy is decreased@Figs. 2~a!–2~c!#
the situation changes dramatically. The theory which dis
gards three-body coupling (A51) fails to predict the mea-
sured angular pattern whereas the three-body coupled m
which employsAc, correctly reproduces the experiment
data. Even though we can now immediately deduce@see
Figs. 2~a!–2~c!# the effects of the two-body interactions b
ing distorted by the presence of a third-charged continu
particle, at first glance, the structures prevailing in Fig
2~a!–2~c! strongly resemble those originating from seque
tial two-particle collisions. This can be concluded if we co
sider the two final-state electrons to propagate on the en
shellE513.6 eV and indicate the positions of the~classical!

is
of 4

FIG. 3. ~a! For the geometry described in Fig. 2~c! the TDCS
has been calculated using the projectile-atomic-electron scatte
amplitude (Tee) only. ~b! Same as in~a! but the projectile-nucleus
scattering amplitude (TeN) is employed instead ofTee.
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binary and recoil peaks@Figs. 2~a!–2~c!#, which are essen
tially due to two-body interactions~see Fig. 1!. These posi-
tions almost coincide with the observed peaks in the cr
section. In particular, the shift in positions can be attribu
to the electron-electron final-state repulsion which pushes
secondary electron away from the forward-scattered elec
resulting in a backward-squeezed angular distribution of
slower electron.

We are therefore confronted with the questions; how
three-body interactions result in structures which can be
terpreted in terms of two-particle scattering on the two-bo
energy shell and how the observed cross sections are i
enced by three-body interactions? The calculations show
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! help us answer these questions. We fi
remark that the direct-scattering amplitude provides the
jor contribution to the spin-averaged cross section, i.e.,
indistinguishability of the two electrons plays a minor role
determining the shape of the angular distribution~although
the spin asymmetry shows a rapid variation@19#!. Upon in-
spection of the incoherent contributions of the individu
scattering amplitudes, i.e., scattering from the nucleusTeN
@Fig. 3~b!# and scattering from the atomic electronTee @Fig.
3~a!# we can deduce that the peaks in the angular distribu
of TeN andTee are largely decided by two-body interaction
That means, the direct electron-electron scattering gives
to the binary peak indicated in Fig. 3~a! whereas the direc
projectile-nucleus scattering largely decides the recoil pe
as seen in Fig. 3~b!. The smaller binary and recoil peak
observed in Fig. 3~b! and Fig. 3~a!, respectively, are due to
successive two-body scatterings contained in the final-s
wave functions. Although there are differences in the sh
of the scattering amplitudes within the modelsA5Ac and
A51, the decisive role of the three-body coupling is t
different weighting of these individual amplitudes whic
leads to completely different interference@compare Figs.
2~a!–2~c!#. Hence, from this and previous analysis@20# we
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come to the conclusion that structures in the individual,
coherent scattering amplitudes can still be traced to tw
body scattering processes even at lower energies. The
served cross sections, however, are determined by
interference pattern of these amplitudes which is decided
three-body coupling. This conclusion is consistent with t
intuitive physical picture that three-body interactions a
more significant at low relative velocities of the collisio
partners whereas their effect is expected to decline at hig
velocities since, as we have shown, in the former case in
ference effects largely decide the calculated quantities. T
theoretical study has been confirmed by further experime
data in a different kinematical arrangement@19#. It should be
emphasized that the above analysis can be carried ou
arbitrary ~nonrelativistic! scattering reactions leading t
three-charged particles above the complete dissocia
threshold. The task lies, however, in determining the ma
Ac for the reaction under consideration.

In conclusion, a method for separating effects due to tw
body interactions from those originating from three-bo
coupling is proposed and applied to the analysis of electr
impact ionization of atomic hydrogen in the low-velocit
coplanar, asymmetric energy-sharing kinematic. It has b
shown that three-body interactions largely decide the weig
ing of individual scattering amplitudes, and hence, the int
ference pattern between these amplitudes. As this inter
ence becomes less important at higher velocities the effec
three-body coupling declines in this region.
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